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BLAKE RAYNE 
 
Blake Rayne’s paintings are structured by the generative duplicity of words like script, folder, application, dissolve, and 
screen. These operative terms locate the work between structures of linguistic description and the history of reflexive 
material procedures. Rayne begins from an orientation that would consider the terms ‘painter’ and ‘painting’ as signs—
that is, as fictions. They have no stable material definition, but rather are shaped by linguistic, institutional, and physical 
relations. Rayne’s mode of abstract painting is irrevocably marked by conceptual art. Here, context is constitutive.   
 
A cryptic accumulation of references culled from esoteric historical figures, archival images, literature, personal 
relationships, and network television are, in Rayne’s body of work, united under the structuring sign of cinema. Each 
exhibition is staged like a shot in a film, necessarily informed by and in dialogue with those that came before it. ‘Scripts’ 
drawn from film production that call for folding, spraying, stitching, and looping govern the work’s material formation. 
The patterns that appear on its surface always have a relationship to the structure of the pictorial support. 
 
For The Disappearance of Red Pistachio Shells / The Dawn of the Californian Nut Industry (1979) (2007), a loop of canvas was 
acted upon with protective films, rollers, and spray paint, then cut and stitched into individual works.  In Dust of Suns 
(2008), Rayne deployed the cut alongside the fold, this time hanging canvases alongside their corresponding crates in 
what amounted to a spatial ‘trailer’ for a future film. This dialectic between the word and the painterly gesture was again 
taken up in Folder and Application (2010), which overlaid white monochrome canvases with projected text and a cascading 
felt letter ‘a’; the exhibition staged a job ‘application’ for the position of painter. On Fridays We Have Half Days (2014) 
recast aspects of the movie theater apparatus—box office, concession stand, projection booth—within the space of the 
gallery: paintings functioned as ‘posters’ and promotional tools and a stop-motion digital ‘trailer’ projected them in 
miniature on live bacterial culture.   
 
Blake Rayne continually engages the history of painting as a field of tensions that compose the practice of painting as 
cultural sign. He attempts to work through the need for historical competence in understanding the possible relevance of 
painting for both the painter’s level of self-consciousness and for forces of legitimation within a corporate culture of 
information. The sign ‘painting’ is on the one hand always compensatory for other cultural interests, at the same time 
that it also suggests a field of evasions and deflections, a material practice in which the artist is constantly displaced by 
language while being administered by institutional demands for certain types of artistic subjects: whether the latter be 
the hack enfant-terrible or the artist intent on legitimizing his/her endeavors with a trove of cultural reference.  
 
Blake Rayne, born in Lewes, Delaware in 1969, lives and works in New York. He was educated at the California Institute of the Arts, 
received a fellowship from the American Acadamy in Berlin (2010), and has taught at Columbia University’s School of Visual Arts. 
 
One-person exhibitions of Rayne’s work include Peaceful Photographers (Campoli Presti, London and Paris, 2015), Warmilk 
(Mendes Wood, São Paolo, 2014), On Fridays We Have Half Days (Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 2014), Blake Rayne 
(1301PE, 2013), Wild Country (Campoli Presti, London, 2012), Blake Rayne (Formalist Sidewalk Poetery Club, Miami Beach, 2011), 
Shade Subscription (Capitain Petzel Gallery, Berlin, 2011), Coastal Graphics (Sutton Lane, Paris, 2011), and Folder and 
Application (Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 2010). He has also been featured in group exhibitions such as PLIAGE/FOLD 
(Gagosian Gallery, London, 2014) Chat Jet: Painting <Beyond> the Medium (Künstlerhaus, Graz, 2013), I Think and That Is All 
That I Am (Thomas Duncan Gallery, Los Angeles, 2012), System Analysis (Langen Foundation, Neuss, 2011) and New York to 
London and Back: The Medium of Contingency (Thomas Dane Gallery, London, 2011), as well as Bergen Kunsthall, The Kitchen, 
Sculpture Center, Artists Space, Reena Spaulings, Greene Naftali, and American Fine Arts. His fifth solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu 
Gallery will take place in the spring of 2016. Cabin of the Accused, a survey of Rayne’s practice over the last 10 years, is currently on 
view at the Blaffer Art Museum in Houston, Texas, and runs until March 18, 2017. 
 
 His work is held in the collections of the Museum of Modern Art, Collection FRAC Poitou-Charentes, Portland Museum of Art, and the 
Whitney Museum of American Art. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: BLAKE RAYNE: CABIN OF THE ACCUSED  
 
Location: Blaffer Art Museum, Houston, Texas 
 
Dates:   October 21, 2016 – March 18, 2017 
  
 Blaffer Art Museum is pleased present Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused, the first midcareer survey of 
the New-York-based artist, a central figure shaping current debates about painting. Opening on Friday, 
October 21, 2016 with a reception from 7-9pm, the exhibition features major works completed from 2003 to 
the present which showcase the breadth of his work in various media including in painting, sculpture, 
printmaking, and installation. In addition to the survey, the exhibition will also premiere new site-specific 
projects. Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused is organized by Javier Sánchez Martínez, Cynthia Woods Mitchell 
Curatorial Fellow at Blaffer Art Museum, in close collaboration with the artist and on view through March 18, 
2017.  

The exhibition title, Cabin of the Accused, combines two words associated with opposite implications, 
describing a paradoxical architecture that sets into relation recreation and detention. Comprised of more than 
30 works, Cabin of the Accused neither reconstructs nor presents a chronological or thematic selection of 
Rayne’s work, but it rearticulates specific elements, organizational attitudes, and pictorial procedures central 
to questioning, contributing, and testing contemporary beliefs regarding painting. 

Rayne’s work tests how painting is responding to shifts in perceptual regimes, labor conditions, and 
temporal paradigms. The artist asserts painting has no essence outside of its historical models, thus gathering 
and dispersing itself at every moment. On that premise, Rayne works on and through the technologies and 
institutions of painting, placing its conditions of possibility into relief. Rayne’s practice is an ongoing act of 
revision that creates a catalog of processes and operations. Through this constantly evolving catalog, he 
produces a discursive and material strategy that creates a plastic interplay between art and the social. 

The presentation of works as a series of episodes within exhibitions evokes the organization of 
serialized writing in sequential installments. Exhibitions are organized as scenographic arrangements like 
constellations, enabling us to perceive possible relationships between objects. Rayne examines pictorial 
strategies and operations to translate, decontextualize, fold, and superimpose “scripts” grafted from sites of 
cultural production. 
	
Born in Lewes, Delaware in 1969, Rayne was educated at the California Institute of the Arts, and moved to Brooklyn in 
the early 1990s, where he currently lives and works. Rayne contributed to art spaces such as Reena Spaulings, Orchard, 
Scortched Earth, and Miguel Abreu Gallery. He held positions of instructor at the Bard College MFA program and 
Director of Graduate Studies at the School of Arts of Columbia University, where he is influential on to a younger 
generation of artists. One-person exhibitions of Rayne’s work include These Pellets Here This Powder There (Miguel 
Abreu Gallery, 2016); Peaceful Photographers (Campoli Presti, London and Paris, 2015); Warmilk (Mendes Wood, 
São Paolo, 2014); On Fridays We Have Half Days (Miguel Abreu Gallery, 2014), Blake Rayne (1301PE, 2013); Wild 
Country (Campoli Presti, London, 2012); Blake Rayne (Formalist Sidewalk Poetry Club, Miami Beach, 2011); Shade 
Subscription (Capitain Petzel Gallery, Berlin, 2011); Coastal Graphics (Sutton Lane, Paris, 2011); and Folder and 
Application (Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, 2010), among others. His work is held in the collections of the Museum 
of Modern Art, Collection FRAC Poitou-Charentes, Portland Museum of Art, and the Whitney Museum of American 
Art. 
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Anthony Hawley, “Proposing Painting as a Form of Refusal,” Hyperallergic, February 21, 2017

G A L L E R I E S

Proposing Painting as a Form of Refusal
Blake Rayne’s first midcareer survey is full of linguistic disruptions and quiet repetitions, bringing to

mind Bartleby the scrivener’s disarming resistance.

Anthony Hawley 15 hours ago

‘Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused,’ exhibition view, Blaffer Art Museum at the University of Houston (all photos by Petee Molick unless noted)

“…even in his catatonic or anorexic state, Bartleby is not the patient, but the doctor of a sick America.”

—Gilles Deleuze, “Bartleby; or, the Formula”

HOUSTON — As our 45th president’s chief white house strategist tells the media to “keep their mouth shut,” as the newly appointed press
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secretary chastises everyone for unfairly misrepresenting the 2017 inauguration crowds, and as Kellyanne Conway transmutes alternative

facts into reality, one wonders what kind of refusal might counter refusal itself. Given a political machine working overtime to silence any

competing versions of the truth, how does one counterattack a far right-extremism that touts falsehoods as “telling it like it is”? Like Tom

Huhn, chair of Visual and Critical Studies at the School for Visual Arts in New York, put it in a recent piece in the New Yorker, “Part of what

makes Trump attractive to many is that he practices a kind of great refusal himself, saying no to just about everything, and thereby appearing

to be on the side of human beings liberating themselves from restrictions and hierarchies.” As we enter a global political climate where the alt-

right is on the rise and a large constituency is convinced that it’s being “liberated” by a particular form of refusal, how does one form a refusal

of another kind, one that resists and retrieves difference?

One avenue might be something akin to Herman Melville’s infamous “Bartleby, the Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street.” In it, a Wall Street

lawyer hires a new clerk who, after an intense period of impressive work, simply refuses to make another copy or do any of the other office

tasks expected of him. Whenever the lawyer asks Bartleby to do something, Bartleby quietly utters, “I would prefer not to.” The phrase

beguiles the lawyer: It’s not exactly a bold-faced rebuttal, nor is it walk-out, a workers’ strike on the streets. While the lawyer continues to

press Bartleby to do various tasks, the scrivener instead does less and less. Bartleby eventually starts living in the office as he maintains his

staunch and paralyzing “I would prefer not to.”

‘Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused,’ exhibition view, Blaffer Art Museum at the University of Houston

I thought about Bartleby while viewing Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused at the Blaffer Art Museum at the University of Houston. Rayne’s first

midcareer survey is full of linguistic disruptions and quiet repetitions, bringing to mind the scrivener’s disarming resistance. Wall Street

doesn’t know the act of “preferring not to” — the simple statement has so much power not just because it interrupts but because it also

creates a lingering silence in its lack of alternatives. For me, Rayne’s oeuvre and exhibition embody a similar act in the various refusals.
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Blake Rayne, “Untitled Painting No. 32 (Cover Letter)” (2015) (photo by Thomas Müller, courtesy of the artist, Blaffer Art Museum, Houston, and Miguel Abreu

Gallery, New York)
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Take the series “A Line (Cover Letter)” (2011–16), in which felt letter “a”s spill gently off of five large canvases and onto the floor. The way

the huge monochrome vowel exceeds the frame does more than simply break the rectangular format; it forces speech into the exhibition

space. But it’s a particular kind of speech act: the five canvases in a row become almost like a kind of stutter. As the letter “a” shifts from

purple to tan, then to olive green, a deep red, and finally a kind of royal blue across the wall of canvases, it loses its singularity as a letter in the

alphabet, becoming instead a sound, an interruption, a shape.

Part of what makes Rayne’s work so interesting is this lingering between things — this neither/nor. One of my favorite moments in the

exhibition occurs in the second room, on the back of the long wall that slices the room in half. Rounding the corner, one finds a lone piece

propped against the wall, “Self Addressed Stamped Envelop” (2010), which consists of a seven-foot-tall aluminum rod wrapped with two

sections of cotton painted in red and yellow acrylic. The bright primary-colored cotton has the texture of washcloths. Casually leaning there,

the piece feels as though it is waiting to be activated. But, given the title, is it a reminder to the artist to do something? Or a confirmation that

something was already done?

‘Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused,’ exhibition view, Blaffer Art Museum at the University of Houston

For me, “Self Addressed Stamped Envelop” exemplifies the power of Bartleby the scrivener. It seems itself to be saying, “I would prefer not

to” — prefer not to be a painting, prefer not to let you in on its secret, prefer not to let you know whether it has been used or is about to be.

And it serves as an invitation to consider the before and after, the silence around the object. Rayne’s work and curatorial fellow Javier

Sánchez Martínez’s skillful arrangement has created an environment that curates silence and silent refusal into a whole organism.

In his powerfully lyrical essay on Bartleby, philosopher Gilles Deleuze writes of the way in which the phrase of refusal creates a “music in its

stuttering language” and nearly “carves out a kind of foreign language within language.” While Rayne’s more painterly 2008–09 “Untitled”

works can at first appear a bit decorative, if you stay in them a little longer, the spray-painted patterns on gessoed linen start to look like pre-

linguistic hunks or ruins of a forgotten typeface. Patterns, yes, but in the context of the show as a whole, they are broken alphabets, paused

screensavers looping endlessly between letters appearing and disappearing. Suspended in different pre-linguistic states, Rayne’s paintings start

to feel like this “foreign language within language.”
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‘Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused,’ exhibition view, Blaffer Art Museum at the University of Houston

At times like this, one wonders what the future holds for painting. What can painting do? In a moment where versions of reality that don’t

line up exactly with that of the current US administration are being silenced; in a moment where Donald Trump’s tweets and bullying

remarks toward a handicapped reporter get remixed with Snapchat face-swaps and cat videos, maybe painting can “prefer not to.” This is not

to say that painting production should ignore the unending mashups, resting aloof and outside of a culture that, day by day, appears to be

increasingly like an episode of Black Mirror. Rather, it’s to say that painting can still enact a haunting a neither/nor, a silence that bewilders

and pauses us in the vein of Rayne and Bartleby the scrivener.
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Blake Rayne, “Almanac (2013) (photo by Florian Kleinefenn, courtesy of the artist, Blaffer Art Museum, Houston, and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York)

Blake Rayne: Cabin of the Accused continues at the Blaffer Art Museum (120 Fine Arts Building, Houston) through March 18.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: Blake Rayne, T h e s e  P e l l e t s  H e r e  T h i s  P o w d e r  T h e r e  

 
Location: 36 Orchard Street, New York, NY 10002 
 
Dates:    May 1 – June 19, 2016 
  
Reception: Sunday, May 1, 6 – 8PM 

 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Sunday, May 1st, of These Pellets Here This Powder 
There, Blake Rayne’s fifth solo exhibition at the gallery. On view at our 36 Orchard Street space, the show is 
comprised of the following: 

3/4 inch wide steel banding designed to be used to secure crates to their pallets during overseas shipments is here 
unspooled from its coil and employed to form a drawing in the space, made from the front to the back of the 
gallery. Once established, this drawing is held together by paperclips and compressed into a frame that shares a 
dimension with the series of paintings that adorn the walls. 

A group of 60 x 45 inch paintings are the result of a similar steel banding drawing, albeit one produced in 
Rayne’s current Navy Yard studio. The banding was again compressed within a temporary frame around the edges 
of the paintings and utilized as a soft stencil to create a white looping line lightly dusted with aerated acrylic paint 
in layers of various colors. The paperclips that initially held the banding together were released to allow for 
expansion into final shape of each of the line compositions. They now appear as silhouettes, while 8 1/2 x 11 inch 
US letter-sized portions of the white canvas are left exposed, containing short texts traced in graphite. 

Two large 8 1/2 x 11 foot acrylic polymer and pigment paintings that evoke the endpapers that bind a book’s cover 
to its content bracket the smaller paintings and function within the exhibition’s scenography as quasi-backdrops 
against which the steel banding and gallery staff are positioned.  

The gallery desk, having been rotated 90º and moved from its usual position to the adjacent wall, such that it 
appears to be a pier extending out into the gallery, is covered by a sheet of thick glass, straddling the divide 
between a museum vitrine on the one hand, and, on the other, a bar. 

The name of the exhibition, spelled out in Helvetica, is painted in glossy acrylic polymer on the gallery wall with 
the use of a vinyl stencil, disappearing into the wall and visible only in raking light.  

The gallery shelves, cleared of most of their content, will display several copies of Rayne’s Gangs of New York City 
artist’s book zip tied together so that only one copy is perusable. The book itself juxtaposes historical images of 
New York City police uniforms with drawings made with the fat Rayne collected from his semi-regular pig roasts 
at his former studio. 

A looping 6 minute film, transferred from video to 16mm, will project against the wall. Entitled La Libertad, after 
the municipality on the coast of El Salvador where it was shot, the film depicts a sounder of pigs at the beach, 
eating clams.  

For Rayne, painting is not only to be defined through its material components, it also exists as a fleeting sign that 
requires testing, stretching, and constant reassessment so as to remain alive in permanently renewed cultural 
circumstances. Taken together, the works in this compact exhibition, which expand from drawing to sculpture, 
performance to painting, and film to scenography, demonstrate Rayne’s ambivalent, constantly reimagined and 
dynamic relationship towards the medium of painting, while also recalling the constituent parts of the gallery’s 
inaugural exhibition ten years ago, Empedocles/Hölderlin, Cézanne/Gasquet, Straub/Huillet, Dominique Païni & Blake 
Rayne: two films, one text & paintings. 
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around representation and reȵection, the work here is connected in ways that are sometimes
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Exhibition: Blake Rayne  

O n  F r i d a y s  W e  H a v e  H a l f  D a y s      
  

Dates:   May 9 – June 25, 2014       
  

Reception: Friday, May 9, 6 – 9PM 

  
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce Blake Rayne’s On Fridays We Have Half Days, opening at the gallery on 
Friday, May 9th, 2014.  
 

In his fourth solo exhibition at the gallery, Rayne unveils a sequence of events, or media studies, as he calls them, 
that build upon a series of recent solo exhibitions including Blake Rayne (2013), Almanac (2013), Wild Country 
(2012), and This is New York City (2012). 
 

Here, the exhibition begins with an architectural intervention comprised of an amendment to one of the two 
bookshelves that have been inside the front windows of 36 Orchard Street since the gallery’s inaugural exhibition 
in 2006. Creating a passage between the gallery’s two locations, the exhibition moves from this deinstallation to a 
consideration of painting as a spatial practice, materially displacing a series of cinematic terms into a group of at 
once familiar, yet surprising objects. 
 

For instance, the “dissolve” presents a single work comprised of ten pieces of paper individually dyed with Kool-
Aid, and printed with an adhesive, which, while drying, is dusted with a layer of 7.66 ounces of walnut shell 
powder distributed across the individual prints until exhausted. Turning from the gradually dissolving legibility of 
the still (a desktop frame grab), the print series is completed by a C-print selected from Rayne’s ever expanding 
catalogue of iPhone image captures of the transparent glass border between the projection booth and the reflective 
screen in the cinema, in this case showing popcorn aligned on a narrow cill below it.  
 

This image of an overexposed projection leads to the cinema scene itself, the following room featuring a mobile 
made of a bicycle frame rescued from a previous show featuring a constellation of prints. Live “culture”, further, is 
manifested by an upturned bucket of yogurt positioned on a pedestal of stacked rectangular cardboard “files” upon 
which a 108 minute looped video is projected. 
 

The video loop opens to a composition of ten acrylic and oil paintings, each recording streams of movement and 
editing like a stuttering shot sequence, or “stop action” animation. The exhibition then concludes with a second 
architectural amendment to complement the first, an iris-sized shot through one of the gallery’s ten eastwardly 
facing windows, looking back towards the window alteration on Orchard Street where, along with the films of 
Jean-Marie Straub and Danièle Huillet, Rayne had the inaugural exhibition. 
 
 
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 

Miguel Abreu Gallery 
88 Eldridge Street (between Hester & Grand) / 36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester) 
New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 10:30AM to 6:30PM  and by appointment 
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 
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Blake Rayne, "On Fridays
We Have Half Days"
The reasoning behind Rayne's work can seem inscrutable, meta to the

point of incoherence, but he's proved himself adept at creating

compelling objects, no matter the thinking behind them. This show, for

example, includes architectural interventions to Abreu's space (some

fussing with a bookshelf in the Orchard Street location; a hole shot

through one of the windows in the Eldridge Street gallery); a mobile made

from a bicycle frame; iPhone photos of the projection-booth window at a

movie theater; and a video projection on a bucket of yogurt. A

"consideration of painting as a spatial practice"? So Rayne claims.
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Hunter Braithwaite, “Blake Rayne,” Critics’ Picks, Artforum.com, December 2011
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Blake Rayne
FORMALIST SIDEWALK POETRY CLUB
235 12th Street
December 1–January 12
As if there wasn’t enough art to buy at Art Basel Miami Beach, this
year’s edition marked an unprecedented move into retail. While
several artists teamed up with luxury brands for limited edition
purses (Anselm Reyle with Dior, Liam Gillick with Pringle of
Scotland), Blake Rayne’s understocked exhibition at this gallery,
with its three variations on one simple yet declarative sentence,
took the whole fiasco to task. The piece, UNTITLED, 2011,
features this single line replicated on two canvases displayed in a
vertical column, and in an enlarged version projected onto the
gallery’s back wall. In a font that brings to mind California (or at
least its license plates), they each read: THIS IS NEW YORK
CITY.

Rayne culled the text from New York’s first international
advertising campaign, which began in 2007 with the sentence superimposed on stock images of the metropolis.
The hurried, handwritten font extends Rayne’s previous work with typescripts, last seen with the giant serif a
sliding off the wall at a 2010 show, titled “Folder and Application,” at Miguel Abreu Gallery in New York. By
marrying identity to a font, the advertising campaign seems like the corporate shadow of work like Josh Smith’s
“Stage Paintings,” 2011, and Joshua Abelow’s “Call Me Abstract,” 2010, both faux-Expressionistic series made
up solely of the letters in the artist’s name or phone number. As such, Rayne’s show tries to identify a dividing
line between style and brand.

As Rayne’s new paintings were copied from the original advertisement, the projector here serves as an
anthropomorphic representation of the artist engaged not in creation but in broadcasting. The projector itself,
which remains in its Styrofoam packaging, is also trained on an empty wall. The packaging is a metonymic
entrée into the exhibition as a whole. Like the aforementioned font issue, it lampoons a recent trend through
reduction: in this case, the packaging versus storage meme set up by Seth Price with his Holes, 2003, and
continued by Cory Arcangel’s Volume Management, 2011, both of which feature televisions still in their boxes. It
also underscores the exhibition as a waypoint on the larger traffic of commodities, which could be defined as
objects that require Styrofoam. Rayne updates David Joselit’s 2009 essay “Painting Beside Itself” for the holiday
season; painting has now been put on layaway.

— Hunter Braithwaite

View of “Blake Rayne,” 2011.

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY
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MODE OF PRODUCTION

John Beeson on Blake Rayne  
at Capitain Petzel, Berlin

We sometimes talk about painting being dis-
persed – of its logics of production and reception 
entering into the forms of installation, sculpture, 
photography, etc. But there are still grounds for 
its criticism in these expanded forms. In Blake 
Rayne’s recent exhibition “Shade Subscription”, 
his painting permeated a variety of processes 
and products, and it ranged in quality. Serving to 
complicate such an evaluation was the fact that in 
the case of some works, the artist appeared not 
to be trying, at least not in earnest. In the case 
of others, he assumed a critical attitude toward 
contemporary painting.

Scattered throughout Capitain Petzel’s spacious 
gallery were several parts from a bicycle, a motif 
that aptly relates to the mechanism of Rayne’s 

artistic output. If his production is in fact conceiv-
able as a mechanism, or if his process could be 
conceivable as the manipulation of established 
procedures, then what is more present: function-
ality in producing meaning, functionality in pro-
ducing paintings, or style? The bike – a Raymond 
Poulidor, a fancy racer named after a famous 
French rider, and in an attractive purple color – 
has plenty of style. So does Rayne. Some of these 
works exhibit characteristic traits; “RSVP” (all 
works ), with its overlaid text element laser 
cut from a large swath of felt, and “Felt Kind of 
Fun”, with its paint-soaked towel wrapped around 
a chrome pole, recall similarly constructed works 
included in the artist’s exhibitions “Folder and 
Application” at Miguel Abreu Gallery in New York 
in  and “Coastal Graphics” at Sutton Lane in 
Paris earlier this year. But do these new works 
offer something unique, or uniquely meaningful?

Blake Rayne, “Shade Subscription”, Capitain 

Petzel, Berlin, 2011, installation view
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The works in this exhibition in fact prompted 
a concern for value, since many of the artist’s 
canvases contained pages collaged from the 
The New York Times featuring ads for such luxury 
commodities as Rolex and Cartier watches 
and Chanel, Gucci, and Prada accessories. As 
highlighted by Sam Lewitt’s work “Templates: 
sequence /…/ ” included in his exhibition at 
Galerie Daniel Buchholz in Berlin last year, such 
ads recur systematically. In the case of Rayne’s 
works, on top of the pages of newspaper and 
extending onto other areas of the substrate, the 
artist silkscreened tables of information from the 

famous study “Canvases and Careers” ( ) by 
Harrison C. White and Cynthia A. White address-
ing the relative output of Degas, Pissarro, Sisley, 
and Manet. What we can glean from these charts 
is that those painters produced much more work 
at the heights of their - to -year careers – 
Pissarro created  oil paintings between  
and  and  between  and ; Manet 
painted  works between  and  and 

 between  and . In such a way, Rayne 
critiques the habit of over-production that appar-
ently sets in when an artist achieves widespread 
recognition. 

Blake Rayne, “Blake”, 2011
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And in one fell swoop, he implicates his peers 
in this criticism at the same time that he thus 
considers them – himself included – raised to that 
level of accomplishment. To pointed effect, the 
series “Rest in Shade – ” co-opts the signature of 
R. H. Quaytman, which is collage and printmak-
ing methods on wood-mounted dibond. By lining 
up five panels that repeat the same construction 
and sometimes reuse the same screens, Rayne 
invoked seriality, reproductive processes as a 
mode of creation, and the progression moving 
from panel to panel. Still, from another perspec-
tive, having reproduced information that he could 
have supplied on just one panel, Rayne in fact 
embodied the very notion of increased produc-
tion with its connotation of commercial incen-
tive. Thus, by comparing the series’ title with the 
exhibition’s, one could deduce that the “shade” 
to which the artist alludes is a leisurely, perhaps 
luxurious retreat. 

Distinct because of the idiosyncrasy of its 
means, “Blake”, an installation comprising the 
two wheels of the bicycle, twigs, and leaves 
arranged on the floor, constitutes “a portrait of 
the artist as autumnal still-life” – a mere smiley 
face. Fragile but unconcerned, the assemblage 
 suggests a method of production based on the 
treatment of available elements. These elements 
are categorically readymade, and their facile 
arrangement has as little command on aesthetic 
primacy as did the traditional examples of that 
method, without any of their conceptual primacy. 
Call it irony or call it abuse, this is a brazen vul-
garization of the readymade gesture.

Another field of installation comprises “Unti-
tled” – the bike’s frame, standing upside-down; 
next to it “Felt Kind of Fun”, a painted-cyan 
bench shrouded in a felt stencil version of “Table 

: Year-by-Year Count of Impressionist Paintings”, 
beside it a chrome rod wrapped in a lime-green 
paint-soaked towel, and the red light cast through 
a filter by one of the gallery’s overhead bulbs 
onto a white wall. Here, the emphasis is on the 
composite aesthetic of the works in installation. 
They do have a certain intrigue, especially in 
that Rayne attends relatively subtly to forms that 
are quite distant. As an addition to his palette by 
means of the gallery’s standard light fixtures, the 
red light on the wall emphasizes the space’s physi-
cal specificity and the work’s complicity with its 
context in determining its presence.

Works that supported a dialogue on view-
ing and on the artist’s act of submitting material 
to be viewed maintained a particular connec-
tion to exhibition venue. “Slöt”, which concerns 
this topic from multiple perspectives, is a series 
of canvases wedged lengthwise between two 
parallel, temporary walls. A canvas collaged 
with newspaper sits flush with the walls on one 
end. Set slightly back from the opposite end is a 
canvas, also facing out, but which is blank, white, 
and wrapped in clear plastic. Raised above the 
ground, cordoning off the space behind it, and 
given its appearance as a door set between the 
two walls, the form contributes to the delineation 
of a stall-type space, generally, and, specifically, 
a stall in a public bathroom. The installation thus 
deridingly implies that either for having sought 
this privacy (of contemplating objects in a gal-
lery) or given the natural inclination to peer into 
the space hidden within this construction, the 
viewer’s motivation is furtive. This voyeuristic 
narrative was extended as viewers ascended the 
staircase to the showroom-style gallery’s upper 
level. No works were displayed here, but the 
mezzanine offers a view of the top sections of 
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the eleven other canvases wedged inside “Slöt”, 
which obscured one another. Up above, at a point 
from which one could both see and be seen, one 
was drawn into a dialogue with the artist on the 
negotiation between revealing and concealing.

What was earlier referred to as Rayne’s critical 
attitude toward painting could also be considered 
a wayward self-reflection. In this exhibition, 
Rayne’s recourse was to enact a scatological inter-
pretation of painting that metaphorically engaged 
our understanding of the artist’s interiority. The 
viewer’s space was recurrently bracketed into a 
type of stall or stalls – such was the case with 
the three painted-white cardboard boxes lined 
up along the back wall of the gallery space, all of 
which have two squares of toilet paper draped 
over their forms. Naturally, they are titled “Stall 
, , ”. Beside them hung a canvas that had been 

smeared and scratched, daubed and splattered 
with complementary colors, resulting in a rather 
energetically treated brown. One of the bicycle’s 
tire tubes also encircles the canvas, entitled “Goat 
(Back in the Tube)”. Into this constellation of 
elements it is difficult not to read a reference to 
Robert Rauschenberg’s “Monogram” ( – ), 
his combine including an Angora goat donning 
a tire around its middle. This reference teeters so 
precipitously over the work that Rayne’s activity 
seems unable to get a word in otherwise, to carve 
out space for anything like sincere, autonomous 
meaning.

From here, one can justly return to the initial 
query. To what end does Rayne’s activity in pro-
ducing “Shade Subscription” most prominently 
point? The response: from a starting point of 
painting, by methods that are tried and true – if 
abused – and back to production that bears the 
name Blake Rayne and the current year. When 

taken individually, Rayne’s diverse products did 
not always stand on solid grounds. And their 
interaction was not harmonious but rather cumu-
lative. As nameable subjects combined with the 
artist’s multifarious points of reference as well as 
the particulars of the exhibition space, the works 
began to address something that was not founded 
on the painter’s interiority (or accessible by an 
analysis of the artist’s activity as earnest expres-
sion) or on what was contained on the painted 
surface. Rayne’s treatment of references and pro-
cesses spoke distantly but in a way gainfully in an 
artistic language – in fact in several languages – 
about those traditions that are neither formal, 
nor conceptual, but which are rather practical or 
procedural.

Blake Rayne, “Shade Subscription”, Capitain Petzel, Berlin, 
September – October , .
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Blake Rayne’s “Shade
Subscription”
CAPITAIN PETZEL, Berlin
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An autumnal smiley face—made out of two bicycle wheels, some tree twigs, and
some dry leaves (freckles from summer?)—is the first thing greeting the viewer of
Blake Rayne’s “Shade Subscription.” Once we go behind the wall abutting this
work, named after the artist himself, Blake (2011), it seems only appropriate that
we should now come upon the hapless bicycle frame, turned upside down: a true
downer, a bike going nowhere.

The logic of the readymade dictates as much, as Rayne illustrates with his series
of paintings Rest in Shade (2011). There are literally endless issues of the New
York Times that could have been used here, a new one being produced every day.
But Rayne has chosen to show us only the reverse side of the front page, which
has its daily constants: Chanel, for instance, has a monopoly on the upper-left-
hand corner of page two. But by superimposing these newspaper pages with a
scholarly graph showing us the number of paintings produced each decade by
some famous Impressionists, Rayne wants to suggest that the same logic—
endless production across a spectrum of variations—was at play in their work. On
this point the current show adds an intriguing suggestion. Perhaps there is more
in common between the readymade and abstraction than one might surmise at
first: they are both interested in the relatively formless space of possibility: the
space before reality takes an individualized shape.

The main work in this show, Slöt (2011), could be described as a machine for
artistic production. Wedged tightly between two gallery walls, Rayne has aligned
thirteen canvases in such a way that only the two outside works can be seen from
the ground floor, and one of these outside canvases is wrapped in plastic
packaging. From the mezzanine above, the impression is of a gigantic canvas
container. The small visible portion of the fifth canvas shows us what looks like
an organic shape, part of a plant or bird. Indeed, two of the partially hidden
works refer to old themes of the artist, even if the visitor would not necessarily
know this. What do they matter, these old ideas? They are now in the past,
replaced by the next big thing. While dramatizing the slightly embarrassing
concept of an artistic career, this piece is also a reflection on the fall from grace
which is an essential part of every artwork. What started as limitless possibility
becomes one work among millions, and from this surrender to the world it can
never recover. It is not a mechanical process, of course, as Rayne tries to show by
including and thus depicting a number of accidents along the way.

Blake Rayne grapples here with important questions, thoughtful questions. He is
still, as in previous shows in New York and Bergen, deeply concerned with the
status of painting in the age of mechanical reproduction, but he seems to have
reconceived what the main challenge to painting really is. Rather than reducing
painting to its material medium, Rayne has reduced it to its immaterial
beginnings: his work makes explicit and visible the moment when a painting
could have become anything. By moving in this direction, Rayne is forced to
move further away from painting than he was ever willing to before. He has not
abandoned it: his installations are still largely composed around the theme of
painting itself. And perhaps possibility is not formless after all—or the artist
would not have succeeded in including so many alternatives within a single work,
like a garden of forking paths.

Bruno Macaes is an adviser to the Portuguese Prime Minister. He is on leave from the
European College of Liberal Arts in Berlin. He has previously published art reviews in Texte zur
Kunst.

LEAVE A COMMENT

Name

1 Blake Rayne, Rest in Shade 4, 2011.

2 Blake Rayne, RSVP, 2011.

3 Blake Rayne, Slöt, 2011.

4 Blake Rayne, Stall 1, 2, 3, 2011.
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But Rayne has chosen to show us only the reverse side of the front page, which
has its daily constants: Chanel, for instance, has a monopoly on the upper-left-
hand corner of page two. But by superimposing these newspaper pages with a
scholarly graph showing us the number of paintings produced each decade by
some famous Impressionists, Rayne wants to suggest that the same logic—
endless production across a spectrum of variations—was at play in their work. On
this point the current show adds an intriguing suggestion. Perhaps there is more
in common between the readymade and abstraction than one might surmise at
first: they are both interested in the relatively formless space of possibility: the
space before reality takes an individualized shape.

The main work in this show, Slöt (2011), could be described as a machine for
artistic production. Wedged tightly between two gallery walls, Rayne has aligned
thirteen canvases in such a way that only the two outside works can be seen from
the ground floor, and one of these outside canvases is wrapped in plastic
packaging. From the mezzanine above, the impression is of a gigantic canvas
container. The small visible portion of the fifth canvas shows us what looks like
an organic shape, part of a plant or bird. Indeed, two of the partially hidden
works refer to old themes of the artist, even if the visitor would not necessarily
know this. What do they matter, these old ideas? They are now in the past,
replaced by the next big thing. While dramatizing the slightly embarrassing
concept of an artistic career, this piece is also a reflection on the fall from grace
which is an essential part of every artwork. What started as limitless possibility
becomes one work among millions, and from this surrender to the world it can
never recover. It is not a mechanical process, of course, as Rayne tries to show by
including and thus depicting a number of accidents along the way.

Blake Rayne grapples here with important questions, thoughtful questions. He is
still, as in previous shows in New York and Bergen, deeply concerned with the
status of painting in the age of mechanical reproduction, but he seems to have
reconceived what the main challenge to painting really is. Rather than reducing
painting to its material medium, Rayne has reduced it to its immaterial
beginnings: his work makes explicit and visible the moment when a painting
could have become anything. By moving in this direction, Rayne is forced to
move further away from painting than he was ever willing to before. He has not
abandoned it: his installations are still largely composed around the theme of
painting itself. And perhaps possibility is not formless after all—or the artist
would not have succeeded in including so many alternatives within a single work,
like a garden of forking paths.

Bruno Macaes is an adviser to the Portuguese Prime Minister. He is on leave from the
European College of Liberal Arts in Berlin. He has previously published art reviews in Texte zur
Kunst.
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Dates:  May 9 – June 26, 2010 
 

Reception: Sunday, May 9, 6 – 8PM 
 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to present Blake Rayne’s Folder and Application, the artist’s third solo exhibition at 
the gallery. On view are a new series of paintings and floor works that are collectively structured by the protocols 
of application writing. Rayne’s work deftly traverses this organizing principle with its inherent semantic play. The 
“application folder” is modulated and distorted throughout the exhibition in a variety of slips and puns that 
signal broader contexts of material production, word processing, and employment. Indeed, one imagines that the 
figure who circulates throughout this exhibition (perhaps named “the folder”) is an artist in the situation of 
either only being precariously capable of applying his or herself to the vagaries of artistic self-representation, or 
one who is nimbly able to dodge its mandates. Out of this ambiguity, Rayne re-programs the application of the 
painter’s resources – computer, canvas, paint – as they are scripted within the social domain of artistic 
production.  
 
The paintings in Folder and Application oscillate between strict chromatic reduction and the decorative logic of the 
applied arts. In much of this work, the activities of folding, spraying and stitching that have featured as dominant 
components in the construction of Rayne’s work for the past several years reappear in this exhibit as codified and 
elastic terms. These productive procedures surface here in a strangely distanced guise; as if to offer confirmation 
of a subject as much enveloped in a field of painting’s historical forms as he is preoccupied with applying himself 
to the task of employing them for use.  
 
Rayne engages painting’s history as a field of tensions that compose the practice of painting as cultural sign. He 
attempts to work through the need for historical competence in understanding the possible relevance of painting 
for both the painter’s level of self-consciousness and for forces of legitimation within a corporate culture of 
information. This suggests that the sign “painting” is on the one hand always compensatory for other cultural 
interests. Nevertheless it also suggests a field of evasions and deflections, a material practice in which the artist is 
constantly displaced by language while being administered by institutional demands for certain types of artistic 
subjects: whether the latter be the hack enfant-terrible or the artist intent on legitimizing his/her endeavors with a 
trove of cultural reference. To some degree, Rayne attempts to organize a recognition of this dislocation by 
focusing on its more mundane and marginalized aspects: the laborious task of arranging one’s self-presentation 
for the filing of an application. Yet Rayne explodes the fixity of the terms of this arrangement in an attempt to 
open the possibility for examining the conditions of artistic self-enablement and perhaps, for agency. 
  
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Tel 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Gallery hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street or J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street  
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Installation view

Painting is enjoying something of a revival lately, especially in Lower East Side galleries. Although I’ve mentioned this trend
in past reviews, it’s worth adding that this is only the latest in a series of periodic resuscitations the medium has experienced
since Minimalism and Conceptual Art supposedly threw the last shovelful of dirt on its coffin in the late 1960s.
To begin with, Minimal Art had its own coterie of painters, but over the decades, the craft has waxed and waned in various
forms. The 1970s, for example, saw something called New Image painting, briefly entertained in a survey of the same name
at the Whitney Museum. In the ’80s, members of the so-called Pictures generation turned to painting, launching Neo-
Expressionism as an international vogue. The ’90s gave rise to the schools of Luc Tuymans and Neo Rauch in Europe, to
Peter Doig in the U.K., and in New York, to the figurative weirdness of John Currin and Lisa Yuskavage, along with a ragtag
bunch—the late Steven Parrino, Steve DiBenedetto, Fred Tomaselli and Bill Komoski, among others—who kept plugging
away on canvas, or something like it, in idiosyncratic fashion.
For a corpse, then, painting has been exquisitely reanimated—and rereanimated—time and again (and I haven’t even
bothered to mention the painting stars coming out of China, India and elsewhere). Still, if the medium wasn’t killed off by
Conceptualism, it’s been forced into a defensive crouch. Although many of the younger artists picking up the brush today do
so intuitively, or with an anything-goes attitude, there are others, notably a small group around Miguel Abreu Gallery on
Orchard Street, who employ elaborate, conceptual stratagems to justify their work. Blake Rayne is one of them, and his
current outing showcases both the strengths and weaknesses of their approach.
Rayne, who’s been on the circuit since the mid-’90s, isn’t a painter so much as he is a “painter,” whose bag of tricks has
included film and installation. In his previous exhibit, he presented wooden shipping crates alongside a series of
compositions—sporting a geometric pattern created by successively folding and spray-painting canvas—for which they were
presumably made. Or was it the other way around? Chicken-or-egg conundrums, couched as double or even triple
entendres, are something of a staple for the artist, and they are deployed here as meditations on the notion of work in its
different manifestations—not just as artistic oeuvre, but in the more mundane senses of busying oneself, or employment.
More importantly, perhaps, the objects in this show also pivot on the differences between “fine” and “applied” art, as well as
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Blake Rayne, "Folder & Application"
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on the historical place of the monochrome in modern art.
If that sounds like a lot to masticate, it is: As this exhibit’s title suggests, the items here at first blush play on the words folder
and application in their varying noun and verb forms. All-white versions of his folded paintings reprise his previous show,
while other pieces—like Cover Letter, another all-white number draped with a giant letter a cut out of black felt—pun on the
rituals of the job search. As an added jolt, Rayne has included images of bright tropical flora appropriated from textiles, and
a sort of lo-fi take on Barnett Newman’s Who’s Afraid of Red, Yellow and Blue done with paint-soaked towels. The overall
effect is both maddeningly convoluted and endearingly dopey.
Clearly, Rayne’s aim is to revisit reductive painting, however roundaboutly, and in this respect his methodology is like the
one laid out in the fall 2009 issue of October, the art journal for hundred-pound heads. In an essay called “Painting Besides
Itself,” Yale professor David Joselit argues for something called “transitive painting,” in which the canvas or panel or
whatever is merely one node in a network of associations or visualizations that exist outside the object itself—and without
which the work can’t really function as art. Beyond rehearsing a catchphrase to replace relational aesthetics as the critical
chew toy du jour, Joselit seems to be making another in a long and somewhat repetitive line of having-your-cake-and-
eating-it-too arguments for painting. As we all know, it’s the most comestible of art-market commodities, and therefore the
serious artist must always carry the silver crucifix of difficulty to ward off the dark bite of easy money. Never mind that this is
done precisely to sustain the puncture marks of success.
Rayne, interestingly, is not mentioned in Joselit’s piece, but he’s following the transitive recipe to a tee. He whips up a
metaphorical souffl—enforced leisure as a blank-slate state—but what you’re really left with is an elegant tableau in crisp
white, punctuated with color. The creamy formalist center may be covered with a thin theoretical shell, but it’s still eye candy.
See more Art reviews
Miguel Abreu Gallery, through June 26
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Blake Rayne

SUTTON LANE - PARIS, PARIS, FRANCE

There are four paintings on display at Blake Rayne’s new Sutton
Lane exhibition: three on the left wall, one on the right. At first
glance these appear to be rather similar - blandly decorative, even.
Each is made from three panels of canvas and each panel has been
pleated and spray-painted, forming geometric bands that have
been sewn together to make the painting. The upper and lower
panels are not completely primed along their horizontal edges, so
each painting is bracketed by a small stretch of raw canvas. The
works are also framed, however, and one notices that not all of the
frames are the same: the three paintings on the left wall are
framed in white while that on the right is in red. One notices, too,
that this highlighted painting is hung much higher than the
others. This has the effect not only of again singling it out but also
of activating the space between the walls, so that one’s attention
moves within each painting as well as between them, looking
around the gallery to where — if one hadn’t already noticed —
shipping crates are displayed. These block much of the room and
mask, or mark, the fourth corner of the gallery.
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m i gu el abreu  gallery  

 

                FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
Exhibition: BLAKE RAYNE 
   

  Opening Reception, March 23, 6 pm 
  Gallery Closed, April 13, 6:30 pm 
  Reopen, April 19, 11 am 
  Closed, May 18, 6:30 pm 
      

Dates:  March 23 – May 18, 2008 
 
Blake Rayne’s second exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery revolves around a number of paintings, each of which 
results from a standard operation of construction. Rayne unfolds, primes, folds and directs an aerosol spray of 
pigment onto a roll of linen from which sections are then chosen, sewn and cropped into a consistent scale. 
Rayne’s paintings, which situate themselves between a history of reflexive material procedures and structures of 
linguistic description, produce the canvas as a site of conflict between an impossible autonomy and a dispersed 
referentiality. If Rayne doubles the readymade weave of his canvas in a textile patterning, one whose folding and 
merging he chromatically designates, then these paintings are also textualized as scripts of production: displacing 
the material process into the flat, graphic space of linguistic signs. (Indeed, one might be forgiven for perceiving 
the spatial structure of distorted majuscules as a result of the folding process through which the paintings are 
produced.)  
 
Displayed alongside these canvases are the crates in which they were shipped. The latter, hung on the walls along 
side their supposed content, are cast as the gestural co-presence of painting’s movement from studio, to display, 
to storage. During the exhibition Rayne will extend the weft which binds his particular type of textile/textual 
processes, reaching from the material sign of “painting” to yet another container: the gallery will be closed for a set 
duration of the exhibition, to be re-opened for its final four weeks. 

 
The logic of painterly abstraction which Rayne deploys, thus extended into a gesture of folding – of closing and 
re-opening – the gallery, weaves container and contained in an imbricated and inextricable relationship: one 
structuring the other according to the un-sutured fabric of cultural abstraction.  Neighborhood gentrification, 
that which envelopes the gallery as a specific sort of place in a specific time, could be a potentially enfolded 
element, its cycles and un-even developments closing and opening to certain classes of people and certain types of 
investment. Far from neutrally designating these cycles, Rayne claims the title of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s first novel, 
This Side of Paradise, as an emblematic textual element, inscribing a stance onto canvas positioned to one side of the 
line demarcated by his folds. Rayne describes the novel as illustrating “a moment at which a certain class 
reflexively discovers the hollowness of the conventions and means of self-representation upon which it is 
founded, just at the moment before the depression,” and this seems topical enough with Bear Sterns throwing-in 
the devalued chips that they had so recklessly invested in the sub-prime mortgage debacle. It is that other side, 
relative to but definitely not paradise, which appears in Rayne’s work as the breakdown of historical projects of 
painterly abstraction. But this reiteration of breakdown comes latent with new conditions for work to be done, 
ones which Rayne suggests urgently need to be unfolded.  
 
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 

36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Tel 212.995.1774 •  Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Gallery hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street or J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street  
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Sarina Basta, “Cut Pieces,” TextezurKunst.de, No. 70, June 2008

CUT PIECES
Sarina Basta on Blake Rayne at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York

One way to approach Blake Rayne’s second solo exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery is to unpack two concepts which 
have long dominated his thinking about art and culture in general: cultural abstraction and scripts. He himself  offered 
what must be considered his most explicit description of  the latter term in a press release that was available only for 
WKH�ÀUVW�IHZ�GD\VRI �WKH�H[KLELWLRQ�SULRU�WR�EHLQJ�UHSODFHG�E\�D�VXEVHTXHQW�UHYLVLRQ�
��������´6HOHFW�D�IDEULF�µ�´&XW�WR�VL]H�µ�´0DUN�RII �WKH�SLFWRULDO�VSDFH�µ�´)ROG��3DLQW��8QIROG�µ�´5H�KDQJ�µ�´5HFRQÀJXUH�µ�
“Sew. Stretch. Mark again. Crate. Ship. Place in the gallery. Unpack it or not … Hang it or not … Sell it or not …”.
Seven large-scale paintings are a result of  these series of  operations. On their surfaces, lightly applied shapes, tones, 
DQG�ORRVH�RXWOLQHV�VHHP�WR�VRPHZKDW�UHSHDW��UHÁHFW��DQG�ÁLFNHU�OLNH�EODGHV�LQ�VOLJKWO\�WUDQVSDUHQW�KXHV�RI �EOXH�DQG�
complementary colors. They are all numbered “Untitled 2 through 8 (Dust of  Suns)”, 2008.
��������7KH�SDLQWLQJ�PRWLIV�HFKR�HDFK�RWKHU�EHFDXVH�WKH\�DUH�FUHDWHG�WKURXJK�D�VLPLODU�WHFKQLTXH��WKH�FDQYDV�LV�IROGHG�
DW�LQWHUYDOV�EHIRUH�EHLQJ�VSUD\HG�ZLWK�GLIIHUHQW�KXHV�RI �SDLQW��7KLV�SDUWLFXODU�SURFHVV�RI �IROGLQJ�ÀUVW�FRXOG�EH�WUDFHG�
EDFN�WR�WHFKQLTXHV�RI �6LPRQ�+DQWDw�RU�0LFKHO�3DUPHQWLHU��,Q�5D\QH·V�FDVH�WKH�FDQYDV�LV�WKHQ�VHZQ�LQWR�WKUHH�KRUL]RQ-
tal strips, mounted, stretched, and framed.
        The number of  paintings multiplies when considering the crates also present in the gallery. Made from mahogany 
VWDLQHG�SO\ZRRG��WKH\�DFW�DV�D�VLJQLÀHU�WKDW�WKH�WHPSRUDO�PRPHQW�RI �WKH�ZRUN�LV�QRW�OLPLWHG�WR�WKH�GXUDWLRQ�RI �LWV�H[-
KLELWLRQ�LQ�WKH�JDOOHU\��7KH�GDUN�VHPL�RSDFLW\�RI �WKH�FUDWHV�FRQWUDVWV�ZLWK�WKH�OLJKW�ÁXUU\�RI �PRWLIV�RQ�WKH�FDQYDV�SDLQW-
ings, emulating their proportions, a blown-up version of  an A4 page. Lids and containers are hung side by side, above 
or below the canvases, and form a free-standing wall to the right of  the gallery. Behind them a canvas is effectively 
KLGGHQ��WKRXJK�WKH�VLJQLÀFDQFH�RI �WKLV�SDUWLFXODU�JHVWXUH�PD\�EH�VOLJKWO\�OLWHUDO���7KH�JDOOHU\�GHVN�KDV�EHHQ�GLVSODFHG�WR�
the center of  the room – on its surface is mounted a small image of  Bernard Tchumi's latest architectural addition to 
WKH�QHLJKERUKRRG��D�KRXVLQJ�FRPSOH[��FROORTXLDOO\�UHIHUUHG�WR�DV��7KH�%OXH��
        The building in proximity of  the gallery is impossible to miss on the journey between the artist’s studio and the 
H[KLELWLRQ�VSDFH��,W�LQYLWHG�D�SDLQWHUO\�UHDGLQJ�IURP�LWV�LQFHSWLRQ��>�@�-RKQ�.HOVH\��-XWWD�.RHWKHU��DQG�(PLO\�6XQGEODG�
SURFHHGHG�WR�PDNH�PRFN�*HRUJHV�6HXUDW�SRLQWLOOLVW�YHUVLRQV�RI �´7KH�%OXHµ��DQG�LW�KDV�EHFRPH�D�VLJQLÀHU�RI �WKH�UDSLG�
FKDQJHV�RFFXUULQJ�LQ�WKH�QHLJKERUKRRG��,Q�SODFLQJ�WKH�LPDJH�ZLWKLQ�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ�5D\QH�DQQRXQFHV�D�FRQFHUQ�ZLWK�
spatiality that goes beyond the walls of  the gallery and the space of  the frame in the paintings.
        A script, considered as a noun, is familiar enough as a stage in cultural production underlying the realization of  
a performative event, theatrical, or cinematic, or a set of  formalized instructions in the realm of  conceptual art. The 
LGHD�RI �VFULSW�LQ�5D\QH·V�ZRUN�FDUULHV�LWV�SURGXFWLYH�PRPHQW�RYHU�IURP�WKH�SUHSDUDWRU\�VWDJH��UHIXVLQJ�WR�UHOLQTXLVK�LWV�
YHUE�IRUP�DQG�LWV�RVVLÀFDWLRQ�LQWR�WKH�VWDWLF�IRUP�RI �WKH�QRXQ��,Q�WKLV�FDVH��WKH�VFULSW�LV�OLQNHG�WR�WKH�VSHFLÀFLW\�RI �WKH�
neighborhood – previously a retail, garment district -- and the acts of  folding, shipping, cutting, and selling that might 
have taken place there. Creating such a homology is an attempt at connecting this particular set of  paintings with a 
certain historic fantasy of  what might have been. But it also serves in pointing out the connection between the gallery 
and the retail space.

     ���,QWLPDWHO\�OLQNHG�WR�WKH�QRWLRQ�RI �VFULSW�LV�WKDW�RI �FXOWXUDO�DEVWUDFWLRQ�²�DQG�LQ�5D\QH·V�GHSOR\PHQW�RI �WKH�
FRQFHSW��RQH�FOHDUO\�KHDUV�D�YHUVLRQ�RI �$GRUQR·V�FULWLTXH�RI �WKH�FXOWXUH�LQGXVWU\��DV�ZHOO�DV�*X\�'HERUG·V�FULWLTXH�RI �
DEVWUDFWLRQ��>�@�,W�FRQVLGHUV�WKH�SURFHVV�WKDW�FDSWXUHV�WKH�SURGXFWLRQ�RI �DQ\�LPDJH�DV�D�VHULHV�RI �WUDQVIHUHQFHV�IURP�
one support to the next, or as a series of  scripts. Script is also used in the parlance of  software programmers – in 
which the relation between script and content is undone in the script-as-algorithm form. The script-as-algorithm is a 
VWUXFWXUH�WKDW�ZLOO�SURFHVV�DQ\�PDWHULDO�LW�LV�LQVWUXFWHG�WR��,W�LV�LQGLIIHUHQW�WR�LWV�FRQWHQW� 
        While the paintings that Rayne has produced for this exhibition are clearly the most abstract to date, the elements 
RI �UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ�WKDW�GR�ÀJXUH��EHORQJ�WR�RWKHU�V\VWHPLF�IRUPV�RI �H[FKDQJH�DQG�LQIRUPDWLRQ��RWKHU�IRUPV�RI �´FXO-
WXUDO�HIÀFLHQF\µ��OLQJXLVWLF�DQG�QXPHULF�VLJQV��2QH�SDLQWLQJ�IRU�H[DPSOH��´8QWLWOHG�3DLQWLQJ�1XPEHU����'XVW�RI �6XQV�µ�
LV�DGRUQHG�E\�WKH�QXPEHU�´�µ��7KH�IRUP�RI �DEVWUDFWLRQ�ZKLFK�LV�DOWRJHWKHU�PRUH�UHOHYDQW�IRU�5D\QH·V�H[KLELWLRQ�LV�WKDW�
ZKLFK�SUHFLVHO\�FDQQRW�EH�SLFWXUHG��,Q�WKLV�5D\QH�SXWV�IRUZDUG�D�GHÀQLWLRQ�LQ�SURFHVV�²�WKDW�RI �FXOWXUDO�DEVWUDFWLRQ�²�
of  extracting the stages of  production of  an image through transferences – and capturing these relations, of  which the 
actual end image is only one manifestation. The second press release puts it like this: “these paintings are textualized as 
VFULSWV�RI �SURGXFWLRQ��GLVSODFLQJ�PDWHULDO�SURFHVVHV�LQWR�WKH�ÁDW��JUDSKLF�VSDFH�RI �OLQJXLVWLF�VLJQV�µ



��������,Q�WKH�ZRUN�RI �5D\QH��GHJUHHV�RI �DUELWUDULQHVV�DV�DQ�DGGHG�OD\HU�RI �UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ�KDYH�WKHLU�SODFH�LQ�D�WLJKW�
visual organization. One of  Rayne’s paintings in particular frame the words “This Side of  Paradise” in reference to the 
novel of  the same title by F. Scott Fitzgerald, dated in the early Twenties. To Rayne, the novel describes “a moment at 
ZKLFK�D�FHUWDLQ�FODVV�UHÁH[LYHO\�GLVFRYHUV�WKH�KROORZQHVV�RI �FRQYHQWLRQV�DQG�PHDQV�RI �VHOI�UHSUHVHQWDWLRQ�XSRQ�ZKLFK�
LW�LV�IRXQGHG��MXVW�DW�WKH�PRPHQW�EHIRUH�WKH�'HSUHVVLRQ�µ�>�@�5D\QH·V�GHSLFWLRQ�RI �WKH�QXPEHU�ÀYH�LQ�D�GHFR�W\SRJUD-
SK\�ZDV�SUHYLRXVO\�XVHG�E\�&KDUOHV�'HPXWK�LQ�������DQG�ODWHU�E\�-DVSHU�-RKQV�DQG�5REHUW�,QGLDQD��5D\QH�LV�UHIHUULQJ�
WR�,V����D�ERRN�RI �SRHP�E\�(�(��&XPPLQJV��SXEOLVKHG�FLUFD��������ZKLOH�WKH�QXPEHU�ÀYHV�RI �WKH�'HPXWK�DQG�,QGLDQD�
PRVW�SUREDEO\�UHIHU�WR�:LOOLDP�&DUORV�:LOOLDP·V�SRHP��´7KH�*UHDW�)LJXUHµ���������D�VKRUW�SRHP�GHSLFWLQJ�D�PRPHQW�
LQ�WKH�FLWLVFDSH��>�@�$OO�WKHVH�GDWHV�SUHIDFH�WKH�EHJLQQLQJ�RI �WKH�*UHDW�'HSUHVVLRQ�WKDW�RFFXUUHG�LQ�WKH�86�LQ�WKH�ODWH�
��V�
        The inclusion of  the Megan Frazer piece “Tour d’ombres, Tower of  Shadows” (2007) beyond the closing of  the 
SUHYLRXV�VKRZ�VXJJHVWV�WLPH�DV�DQRWKHU�VFULSW�ZLWKLQ�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ�IRUPDW��,Q�WKH�LQYLWDWLRQ�FDUG��5D\QH�DOVR�HQJDJHV�
with the general run of  the present exhibition, announced as a series of  operations – or non-operations: Opening 
UHFHSWLRQ��GDWH���*DOOHU\�FORVH��GDWH���5HRSHQ��GDWH���&ORVHG��GDWH���>�@
The real emblematic element of  the show resides in the black and white photograph of  the knife sharpener, probably 
WDNHQ�LQ�WKH���V��WKDW�5D\QH�DGGHG�ZHHNV�LQWR�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ��7KH�ÀJXUH�LV�ULGLQJ�KLV�ELF\FOH�DQG�VKDUSHQLQJ�D�NQLIH�
RQ�D�URWDWLQJ�SODWH�LQ�D�UHODWLYH�VWDWH�RI �LQVRXFLDQFH��D�ÀFWLRQDO�KLVWRULF�VXEMHFW�REOLYLRXV�WR�WKH�IDFW�KLV�OLYHOLKRRG�ZLOO�
disappear, at the wake of  a potential economic crisis. Rayne uses the idea of  the knife sharpener as a metaphor for the 
intentions of  the exhibition: refraining from an overtly articulated critical discourse, the attempt is rather to “sharpen 
WKH�WRROV�µ�EHIRUH�DFWXDOO\�´SHUIRUPLQJ�WKH�FXW�µ�>�@
        As the exhibition unfolds, the most decisive elements of  the show are the paintings themselves and the will to 
further an expansive practice. Blake Rayne's new series of  works present multiple entranceways to understanding the 
ongoing shifting, and rising complexity in the current agenda of  critical abstraction.

%ODNH�5D\QH��´'XVW�RI �6XQVµ��0LJXHO�$EUHX�*DOOHU\��1HZ�<RUN��0DUFK����²�0D\����������

NOTES

>�@� $UFKLWHFWXUH�FULWLF�1LFRODL�2XURXVVRII �LQ�KLV�1HZ�<RUN�7LPHV�DUWLFOH�RI �6HSWHPEHU��WK�������GHVFULEHG�WKH��
� WRQDOLW\�RI �WKH�EXLOGLQJ
V��DFTXD�EOXH�SDQHOV��DV��D�PDWUL[�RI �GDUN�DQG�SDOH�EOXHVµ�HYRNLQJ�´WKH�VKLIWLQJ��
� UK\WKPV�RI �0RQGULDQ·V�SDLQWHG�RGH�WR�1HZ�<RUN��´%URDGZD\�%RRJLH�:RRJLH���

>�@� &XOWXUDO�DEVWUDFWLRQ��LQ�WKDW�OLJKW��ZRXOG�EH�WKH�SURFHVV�RI �WXUQLQJ�LQWR�D�VFULSW�WKH�� � �
� PRGDOLW\�LQ�ZKLFK�FDSLWDO��DQG�WKH�VSHFLÀF�IRUP�RI �H[FKDQJH�YDOXH�LW�SURPRWHV��LQVWUXPHQWDOL]HV�ZKDW�ZDV��
 once experienced as a lived relation.

>�@� $V�TXRWHG�LQ�WKH�SUHVV�UHOHDVH�

>�@� 7KH�*UHDW�)LJXUH�$PRQJ�WKH�UDLQ�DQG�OLJKWV�,�VDZ�WKH�ÀJXUH���LQ�JROG�RQ�D�UHG�ÀUH�WUXFN�� � �
 moving tense unheeded to gong clangs siren howls and wheels rumbling through the dark city.
        William Carlos Williams, Sour Grapes: A Book of  Poems, Four Seas Company,  
� %RVWRQ�������

>�@� 7KH�WHPSRUDU\�FORVLQJ�RI �D�JDOOHU\�E\�DQ�DUWLVW�FHUWDLQO\�KDV�LWV�RULJLQV�LQ�WKH�6L[WLHV�� � �
� RQZDUGV�²�DQG�QRW�OHDVW�UHFHQWO\�E\�6WRUP�9DQ�+HOVLQJ�DW�$PHULFDQ�)LQH�$UWV�LQ�������RU�� �� �
� .DULQ�6FKQHLGHU·V�FORVLQJ�RI �2UFKDUG�JDOOHU\��VWUHHWV�IURP�$EUHX·V��D�IHZ�PRQWKV�DJR�

>�@� ,Q�FRQYHUVDWLRQ�ZLWK�WKH�DXWKRU�SULRU�WR�WKH�H[KLELWLRQ��0DUFK���WK������



Jerry Saltz, “Blake Rayne,” Critic’s Picks, New York Magazine, May 2008

Blake Rayne’s looming new show is very full and very good. The 
large-scale paintings look like Pattern & Decoration crossed with 
fabric design, geometric abstraction, and Russian folk art. Near 
the paintings—which are hung cheek-by-jowl, salon style—are 
dark-brown wooden rectangles. At first these come off as com-
ments on the wood-paneled rooms of the gilded age and seem to 
echo the rampant gentrification of the Lower East Side. They turn 
out to be packing crates for the paintings. This turns the actual 
artworks into something like transient or displaced visitors—per-
sonalities that you connect to. This is Rayne’s clearest, most opti-
cally satisfying show in some time. 

— Jerry Saltz



Anne Doran, “Blake Rayne,” Time Out New York, May 8-14, 2008, p. 62



Holland Cotter, “Blake Rayne,“The New York Times, April 24, 2008
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★ BLAKE RAYNE The abstract paintings in this 
show, an important one for this impressive New 
York artist, were made with aerosol spray directed 
at folded, cut and stitched-together canvas. And the 
pictures are only part of a larger conceptual 
package that includes the display of the paintings’ 
shipping containers and has involved closing the 
gallery for a week. Mr. Rayne’s taking apart of art 
conventions is erudite, visually effective and of a 
piece: the installation looks like a cross between a 
paneled library and a spreading bruise. Miguel 
Abreu Gallery, 36 Orchard Street, Lower East Side, 
(212) 995-1774, miguelabreugallery.com, through 
May 18. (Cotter) 
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Gean Moreno, “Blake Rayne,” Art Papers, May-June 2006





Jackie McAllister, “Blake Rayne, ‘August Evening Walkout‘,” Art in Review, The New York Times, May 2003



John Kelsey, “Blake Rayne,” Artforum, September 2003
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 Kelsey reviews "August Evening Walk Out," an exhibition of the works of Blake Rayne at Greene
Naftali in New York City.

BLAKE RAYNE GREENE NAFTALI "August Evening Walk Out," an exhibition of new paintings by
Blake Rayne, was the final installment in his thematic series "Three of Four Seasons" (following
"Autumn Drive," 1997, and "The Winter Line," 2000). Skipping spring and diving straight into
summer`s extreme tangerines, grapes, and lemon-limes, Rayne`s flavor-enhanced,
atmospheric surfaces tempt us with boredom (the beachy kind), emptiness (or the infinite), and
the terrors and joys of intoxication. The "August," "Evening," and "Fridays" of the paintings` titles
aren`t temporalities you can bank on or calculate, they are events-more like holes or glitches in
the controlled time of production. "Walk Out" might be a factory worker`s act of disobedience, a
transcendental pilgrimage a la Thoreau, a Situationist derive, or all three.

Bain de Sans Soleil I and II (all works 2003) are semiconscious glimpses of a lit-up car stereo,
fogging the canvas with ghosty greens and glowing red-oranges. A dazzlingly vacant skyscape,
Radically Casual Fridays marks out a void of azure and a toxic cloud of fuchsia between
fluttering plastic car-lot pennants. Other paintings superimpose country and city views onto more
horizonless skies, water, and close-up nature studies. Composed of multiple perspectives within
a single frame, they elude stability and confound the viewer`s habit of locating him- or herself in
relation to what`s shown. Instead, fragmented and gliding mental states-such as surfing, drunk
driving, daydreaming, or remembering-are evoked. Rayne`s summer light, derived from no
single pictorial source, is used as much against the objects in his paintings as in their service,
taking on a corrosive force that exceeds and ignores the integrity of whatever it exposes.
Meanwhile, wandering lines and streaks of pigment are activated at different speeds across the
canvas, causing distortions of not only represented space but also represented time. Looking
and walking out become bottomless, unfolded events-overdoses of light, times we lose
ourselves in and that burn our brains. Rayne`s paintings retrieve unrecognizable, crystalline
perceptions from these experiences.

The numbers in the titles of some paintings (e.g., S.P.F. 1-5) play on both sequence and degree
of intensity. They indicate thresholds and variations, suggesting a gay science of altered and

altering states. The numbers we should see in the car-radio paintings, on the other hand, are
blurred out, reminding us that the movements undertaken here cannot be mapped with rational
coordinates. Like the Impressionists and Turner before them, but recalled here via an
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 Kelsey reviews "August Evening Walk Out," an exhibition of the works of Blake Rayne at Greene
Naftali in New York City.

BLAKE RAYNE GREENE NAFTALI "August Evening Walk Out," an exhibition of new paintings by
Blake Rayne, was the final installment in his thematic series "Three of Four Seasons" (following
"Autumn Drive," 1997, and "The Winter Line," 2000). Skipping spring and diving straight into
summer`s extreme tangerines, grapes, and lemon-limes, Rayne`s flavor-enhanced,
atmospheric surfaces tempt us with boredom (the beachy kind), emptiness (or the infinite), and
the terrors and joys of intoxication. The "August," "Evening," and "Fridays" of the paintings` titles
aren`t temporalities you can bank on or calculate, they are events-more like holes or glitches in
the controlled time of production. "Walk Out" might be a factory worker`s act of disobedience, a
transcendental pilgrimage a la Thoreau, a Situationist derive, or all three.

Bain de Sans Soleil I and II (all works 2003) are semiconscious glimpses of a lit-up car stereo,
fogging the canvas with ghosty greens and glowing red-oranges. A dazzlingly vacant skyscape,
Radically Casual Fridays marks out a void of azure and a toxic cloud of fuchsia between
fluttering plastic car-lot pennants. Other paintings superimpose country and city views onto more
horizonless skies, water, and close-up nature studies. Composed of multiple perspectives within
a single frame, they elude stability and confound the viewer`s habit of locating him- or herself in
relation to what`s shown. Instead, fragmented and gliding mental states-such as surfing, drunk
driving, daydreaming, or remembering-are evoked. Rayne`s summer light, derived from no
single pictorial source, is used as much against the objects in his paintings as in their service,
taking on a corrosive force that exceeds and ignores the integrity of whatever it exposes.
Meanwhile, wandering lines and streaks of pigment are activated at different speeds across the
canvas, causing distortions of not only represented space but also represented time. Looking
and walking out become bottomless, unfolded events-overdoses of light, times we lose
ourselves in and that burn our brains. Rayne`s paintings retrieve unrecognizable, crystalline
perceptions from these experiences.

The numbers in the titles of some paintings (e.g., S.P.F. 1-5) play on both sequence and degree
of intensity. They indicate thresholds and variations, suggesting a gay science of altered and

altering states. The numbers we should see in the car-radio paintings, on the other hand, are
blurred out, reminding us that the movements undertaken here cannot be mapped with rational
coordinates. Like the Impressionists and Turner before them, but recalled here via an
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coordinates. Like the Impressionists and Turner before them, but recalled here via an

unsentimentalizing, post-Adobe sensibility, Rayne pushes pictorial time and space toward the

unpresentable. Nature becomes a crazy screen for tracing out conceptual moves and mental

detours. His dynamic, supersaturated surfaces, which never completely cohere as pictures of

something, insist that painting, today as much as ever, is a material to see and think the world

with. "Three of Four Seasons" presents a cycle that refuses to complete itself. It is a calendar

with pages missing, or a modern Book of Hours that doubles as a user`s guide for bailing out of

regulated and regulating time.

-John Kelsey
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